Objectives: Women having abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) repair have been noted to be older, less likely to have endovascular repair, have more complications, more endoleaks, and poorer survival. Some of this has been attributed to differences in the arterial diameters, tortuosity, and calcification, but this has not been well studied. We proposed to assess the gender based differences in age, AAA diameter, the aortic neck, and iliac arteries in patients undergoing endovascular AAA repair (EVAR).
IP023.
Volume was measured over the 1-year intervals preceding each procedure for both the lead surgeon and the assistant and included a count of all AAA cases in which the surgeon was either an assistant or lead surgeon. Assistant volume was categorized as no assistant, low-volume assistant (1-5 cases/year), or highvolume assistant (>6 cases/year). Nested regression models with interaction terms were used to evaluate the effect of surgeon and assistant volume on perioperative mortality, adjusting for comorbid conditions and hospital volume, with the type III sum of squares used to test the interaction of lead and assistant volume.
Results: We identified 15,646 intact AAA repairs, of which 10,797 (69%) were performed by a single surgeon, and 4,849 (31%) by a surgeon and assistant. Of cases with an assistant, 42% included a high-volume assistant. Use of an assistant is slightly lower among the highest volume lead surgeons (quintile [Q] 1: 31%, Q2: 32%, Q3: 32%, Q4: 32%, Q5: 28%; P < .01). In cases with no assistant, perioperative mortality showed a linear relationship with volume (Q1: 7.6%, Q2: 6.2%, Q3: 4.8%, Q4: 4.2%, Q5: 3.7%; P < .001; Table) . However, in adjusted models, cases with an assistant had higher mortality than those that did not (P ¼ .03), perhaps related to higher case complexity. Despite this, in cases with a high-volume 
